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ScienceOpen works with publishers
highlight Coronavirus research

to

Berlin, 21 April 2020

ScienceOpen has released an interactive Collection of COVID-19
research that highlights rigorous, peer-reviewed articles by reputable
journals and publishers within the rapidly growing coronavirus
knowledge base. Over a dozen publishers have participated
in ScienceOpen’s initiative already, bringing together thousands of
articles and enabling better discovery for the research community.
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ScienceOpen offers powerful filters for enhanced discovery and
interactive tools to recommend, review and share research. Publishers
can create unique collection landing pages for their coronavirusrelated content within the context of thousands of preprints and
articles aggregated from around the world.
This collection is part of efforts by ScienceOpen, a signatory of
the Wellcome Trust Statement, to make peer-reviewed information
available as rapidly as possible, allow publishers to collect all relevant
publications together, and support discoverability
and accessibility during this crisis.
In order to assist the COVID-19 information campaign and to
support ScienceOpen users in their search for relevant
information, the interactive Super Collection already includes selected
research articles from the following scholarly publishers:
AIP Publishing | Annual Reviews | American Chemical
Society | Emerald | Future Science Group | Hindawi | IEEE | IOP
Publishing | JAMA Network (American Medical Association) | Karger
Publishers | Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. | MDPI | The Microbiology
Society | PLOS | The Royal Society | Wiley
If you are an academic publisher and would like to add your
coronavirus / COVID-19 resources to the page for free, get in touch
with Stephanie Dawson for more information.
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“We sincerely thank all the publishing institutions who are working hard to make
expert-vetted content available to the research community and the public. Rigorous
peer review, both pre- and post-publication, is particularly critical in this time of rapid
advancement, so we are very happy to be able to highlight the efforts of academic
publishers. Follow https://www.scienceopen.com/collection/Coronavirus for more
publisher Collections in the coming days and weeks. Stay safe everyone!”, says
Stephanie Dawson, ScienceOpen CEO.
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About ScienceOpen: From promotional collections to Open Access hosting and full
publishing packages, ScienceOpen provides next-generation services to academic
publishers. ScienceOpen’s interactive platform enables swift research discovery and
provides tools for community curation of science, such as open peer review systems,
Collection editing, and preprint & poster hosting. ScienceOpen was founded in 2013
in Berlin and Boston by Alexander Grossmann and Tibor Tscheke to accelerate
research communication.
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Explore a #ScienceOpen collection of articles published in @JAMA_current and the
specialty journals in the @JAMANetwork (American Medical Association) on
#COVID19, and past publications on vaccine development, infection control, and
public health preparedness.

